For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as Agriculturists pursuant to Sec. 25, Art. V of PRC Resolution No. 2000-663, Series of 2000 and Sec. 39, Art. VII of Board Resolution No. 02, Series of 2002, as amended by Board Resolution No. 01, Series of 2003 and Board Resolution No. 8, Series of 2013, entitled, "Resolution to Re-open the Registration and Licensing Without Examination for Agriculturists, Amending for the Purpose Board Resolution No. 05, Series of 2011 and Section 3 of Board Resolution No. 9-A, Series of 2005":

1. ABDULMAJID, Cecilia Gabales
2. ABUAN, Marieta Partible
3. ACPAL, Febe Acar
4. ADRIAS, Myrralina Sali-ot
5. AGUILAR, Bidulita Telmo
6. AGUIRRE, Engeline Oducado
7. ALIMOREN, Dionesio Niez
8. AQUINO, Lovedelia Gamueda
9. BAGASOL, Famed Academia
10. BALBUTIN, Edelberto Jr. Olaer
11. BALUCAN, Henrietta Teves
12. BUOT, Oscar Victor Deposoy
13. BUTALID, Agnes Gracie Sue Sagrado
14. CABANG, Pedro Jr. Bisnar
15. CALGAS, Lolita Tagalogon
16. COMILING, Enecita Doloricon
17. CONGSON, Margaret Rose Ong
18. COSEJO, Benjamin Palmado
19. CORDOVA, Cesar Moleno
20. DELA CRUZ, Eva Sonza
21. ESPINOZA, Emerenciano Rogel
22. FERNANDO, Alvaro Bernabe
23. FERRER, Erlinda Villareal
24. FORTICH, Nena Pabatao
25. GAERLAN, Manolita Zamora
26. GANZON, Helene Tiron
27. GOZALO, Eleanor Antonio
28. HAIYUD, Abdurasid Susulan
29. HAMAD, Abdulmanap Edris
30. JOVEN, Susan Llagas
31. LABURADA, Carmelo Carpina
32. LACAMBRA, Noel Hofer
33. LADJAHALI, Jainab Alh
34. LAUNIO, Federito Diel
35. LLAUDERES, Nestor Panes
36. LOBATON, Helen Balo'
37. NAMIA, Elgie Luces
38. OJA, Elma Padon
39. PERIALDE, Evelyn Samoy
40. RESILVA, Sotero Salonga
41. RONQUILLO, Lorenzo Natividad
42. SUMAMPONG, Elena Laguerta
43. TADEO, Cristino Alquiza
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44. TAMARA, Lucas Tanutan
45. TIGULO, Wilfredo Alcantara
46. ULNAGAN, Rodrigo Albano
47. VALLEJOS, Mercy Zate
48. VILLAREAL, Ernie Palomar
49. VILLAREAL, Marivic Gicalde

----------Nothing Follows----------

Upon evaluation of the documentary requirements submitted in support of their respective applications, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Rules and Regulations.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow the registration of the above-named applicants as Agriculturists. Upon approval hereof by the Commission and payment of the prescribed fees, let their Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued after they have taken their respective oaths as professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 6th day of March, 2015.

FORTUNATO A. BATTAD
Chairman

GONZALO O. CATAN, JR.
Member

RODOLFO M. ELA
Member

VICENTE L. DOMINGO
Member

NORA B. INCIONG
Member

(VACANT)
Member

ATTESTED:

LOVELIKA T. BAUTISTA
OIC, Office of the Secretary, Professional Regulatory Boards

APPROVED:

FLORENTINO C. DOBLE, M.D
Chairman

ANGELINE T. CHUA CHIACO
Commissioner

YOLANDA D. REYES
Commissioner
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